Abstract—Discrete event simulation technologies have been extensively used by industry and academia to deal with various industrial problems. By late 1990s, the discrete event simulation was in doldrums as global manufacturing industries went through radical changes. The simulation software industry also went through consolidation. The changes have created new problems, challenges and opportunities to the discrete event simulation. This paper reviews the discrete event simulation technologies; discusses challenges and opportunities presented by both global manufacturing and the knowledge economy. The authors believe that discrete event simulation remains one of the most effective decision support tools but much need to be done in order to address new challenges. To this end, the paper calls for development of a new generation of discrete event simulation software.

Index Terms—Discrete and interactive simulations, hybrid manufacturing systems, what-if-analysis, systems modeling.

I. REVIEW OF DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION TECHNOLOGIES

Discrete event simulation quantitatively represents the real world, simulates its dynamics on an event-by-event basis, and generates detailed performance report. It has long become one of the mainstream computer-aided decision-making tools due to availability of powerful computer [1].

The development of the discrete event simulation software has been evolved progressively since 1960s, and many systems have been developed by industry and academia to deal with various industrial problems. In brief, four generation of simulation software products have evolved [2], these being:

- **1st Generation (late 1960s)** - Programming in high level languages (H.L.L) such as FORTRAN. The modeler was obliged to program both the model logic and the code to control the events and activities, or 'simulation engine', in the model.

- **2nd Generation (late 1970s)** - Simulation languages that have commands like event control “engine”, statistical distribution generation, reporting, etc. A model in the simulation language was compiled and then linked with the supplied subroutines to produce an executable model. Examples are GPSS (IBM), See Why (AT&T), AutoMod(ASI).

- **3rd Generation (early 1980s)** - Simulation language generators that are front-end packages that generate the code in a simulation language. The generated code is compiled and then linked to produce an executable model. It reduced the model development time, but still required the modeler to master all aspects of the simulation mechanism. Examples are SIMAN (Systems Modeling), EXPRESS (AT&T).

- **4th Generation (late 1980s)** - Interactive simulation packages that enable “what you see is what you get”, allow models to be modified at any time, speed up ‘what-if’ analysis. The simulation models can be built very quickly by industrial managers and engineers, thus encouraging those people with knowledge and first hand experience of the problem to build the model themselves. The example is WITNESS (AT&T), ARENA (Systems Modeling).

By mid 1990s, the virtual reality technology had created a new excitement among the simulation community. A significant amount of effort was made in developing an integrated simulation environment by which engineers can simulate product design and manufacture without going through different simulation packages. The two leading simulation software vendors at that time, Lanner Group and Deneb Inc., announced a plan to jointly develop a new generation of simulation software to support both process and detailed simulation with superior modeling and graphic capabilities. However, the excitement was soon overshadowed by unprecedented changes in manufacturing industries as a result of globalization. The simulation software vendors went through the industrial consolidation. AutoSimulation, System Modeling, Simple++, Deneb, are now part of large corporations. There are new breed of vendors with different business models and using internet for online product sales and support, noticeably Simul8 Inc.

Overall, there is no significant development in the discrete event simulation technologies and software since the 4th generation. On the other hand, tremendous changes in business environment have presented new challenges and opportunities to the discrete event simulation as discussed below.

The paper presents in first section the review of discrete event simulation technologies. The second section discusses the applications of discrete event simulations in manufacturing sector and in the third section in education sector. In last two sections four and five, authors discuss future opportunities and conclusions.

II. APPLICATIONS OF DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION IN MANUFACTURING SECTOR

Discrete event simulation is traditionally used for industrial applications. In the 1980s and 1990s, there had been a rapid development of advanced manufacturing technology in industrialized countries: CAD (Computer-aided Design), CAM (Computer-aided Manufacture), AGV (Automatic Guided Vehicle), Robotics, FMS (Flexible Manufacturing System) and CIM (computer integrated manufacturing) in industrialized countries. The same can be said about the discrete event simulation technologies. Many companies had invested heavily in new technologies in order to make their manufacturing...
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operations flexible. The discrete event computer simulation software was the tool to help managers make right decisions. Every production manager wanted to improve productivity in terms of higher throughput, shorter lead time, low work-in-process and high resource utilization. Through simulation, they could evaluate behavior of a manufacturing process under different sets of conditions; carry out ‘what-if’ scenario analysis in order to identify better physical configuration and operational policies. Overall the discrete event simulation software has been used in the following areas [3]:

1. Design and evaluation of new manufacturing processes.
2. Performance improvement of existing manufacturing processes, for example, feasibility study of an automated material handling system.
3. Establishment of optimum operational policies, for example, studying how many Kanban cards should be introduced on production shop floor in order to reduce work-in-progress.
4. An algorithm (or engine) to support production planning and scheduling.

A survey sponsored by the Department of Trade and Industry of the UK showed that the simulation modeling is used at all levels of management in the 500 largest corporations in the United States. It also found that where simulation has been used, capital costs were saved between 5% and 10% [4]. Manufacturing sector was the main market for the discrete event simulation software.

A. Changing business environment and new challenges

By late 1990s, the manufacturing landscape started to change rapidly, with China emerged as the “world manufacturing base”. Many corporations have either outsourced their productions to third party or relocated their production lines to low-wage countries. One example is Motorola Inc. In the 1990s Motorola run 6 plants in Singapore, Malaysia and Philippines. The managers and engineers had used the discrete event simulation software for productivity improvement. Since early 2000s, Motorola went through several rounds of restructure. Now most of the plants are owned and run by Motorola. Essentially Motorola does not run any manufacturing operations in Singapore, Malaysia and Philippines. The company has set up Global Supply Chain Control Office in Singapore to manage “its global third party component procurement activities”[5]. When a company is going through transformation, applications of discrete event simulation are always in doldrums. The large scale of “industrial transformation” has led to new problems to managers and new challenges to discrete event simulation technologies, as described below:

1) Virtual corporation

Global manufacturing and supply chain simply means multiple locations and multiple parties involved in global supply-chain. It also means complicated relationships among all parties, so called “virtual corporation”. With zero inventory and just-in-time practice, all parties work under pressure. It would be ideal if all parties to understand behavior of the entire supply chain and impacts from their individual operations on the supply chain. It requires each of the parties to model an individual operation and to share the model and data with the others. It is no longer an isolated model but the distributed modeling and simulation. There are research works in the distributed modeling and simulation, noticeably, High Level Architecture (HLA), “the standard architecture for defense programs in the United States” [6]. Recently efforts have been made in applying HLA to industrial applications [7, 8].

2) Hybrid manufacturing systems

Many corporations have shut down highly automated plants in industrials countries and shifted production to low-wage countries where operations are primitive with limited managerial and engineering skills. What has emerged in low-cost countries is a mixture of advanced machinery and abundant of labors, a hybrid manufacturing system. Typically, advanced machines are used to carry out certain processes where quality consistency or high precision is critical, whilst all auxiliary processes and material transfer are done manually. The hybrid manufacturing system proves to have much higher responsive flexibility than an automatic manufacturing system, that is, the ability to increase or reduce production capacity rapidly and significantly. Historically the discrete event simulation software was developed to model and simulate automatic manufacturing processes. In a hybrid manufacturing system, human factors play a prominent role and are more important than advanced machines in influencing the system performance. Therefore it is critical to model human performance with different level of skills and under various working conditions. There are many studies on human performance modelling, for example, the work by the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society, by the International Society for Performance Improvement. However, the discrete event simulation software has not taken the findings into account and it remains problematic to model the human performance.

At present, commercial discrete event simulation software are not able to handle these issues both effectively and efficiently. Much more work need to be done to make the discrete event simulation software capable of modeling all manufacturing activities in era of globalization.

III. APPLICATIONS OF DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION IN SERVICE SECTOR

Whilst manufacturing sector is on the decline, service sector in industrialized countries has been expanding fast. The scale of operation has been increased significantly and the nature of operation has become very complicated. Managers have tried to balance excellent customer service with operational efficiency (meaning shorter processing time, less waiting time for customers and higher resource utilization). Many of them have found that discrete event simulation can help them make right decision. In the way similar to manufacturing applications, they use the discrete event simulation software to model their business.
processes and evaluate behavior of the service system under different sets of conditions; carry out ‘what-if’ scenario analysis in order to identify better way to deliver their services [9, 10]. Some examples are:

- Banking and finance services: call center modeling & simulation, bank branch modeling & simulation, simulation of vehicle routing (cash carriage services) and number of cash carriage services per routing, simulation study of cash management of ATM such as minimum re-order point, optimum budget and so on.
- Healthcare and hospitals: in-patient and out-patient waiting list modeling, bed planning, new/existing facility modeling, hospital and service expansion/merger, operation theater scheduling etc.
- Logistic and transportation: shipping strategy analysis, design of sorting centers and/or material handling system, manpower and facility planning etc.
- Public sector: modeling of police emergency response, optimization of armed response vehicle deployment, re-engineering criminal investigation process etc.

Modeling of service operations is different from that of manufacturing operations, as described below:

A. Process flow

A manufacturing process is always associated with physical flows of materials/components and therefore can be easily identified. It may not be the case for many service applications where business activities are information-based and triggered by an external or internal event such as a written or oral request. The current solution is to use a business process mapping tool to capture the business process and then convert the process model to the discrete event simulation model [KBSI, Lanner].

B. Process related data such as processing time

In a manufacturing company, industrial engineers are responsible for time study, setting processing time and balancing flow. Most of service companies do not hire industrial engineers or have equivalent position within organizations. As a result, much of the process related data are not readily available.

C. Knowledge workers

In many service companies, employees work primarily with information or develop and use knowledge. They are knowledge workers, a term coined by Peter Drucker. A knowledge worker tends to be self-motivated, work interactively and make decisions constantly. How to represent knowledge workers and human-decision making process in discrete event simulation remains a subject under study [10].

In the postindustrial economy, the service sector makes up more than half of the American economy. Since mid 1990s, the sector has generated almost all of the US economy increases in employment. Knowledge workers are now estimated to outnumber all other workers in North America by at least a four to one margin [11]. Thus, there is a great potential for discrete event simulation technologies in service sector. However, new approach and techniques are required to model and simulate knowledge workers and their decision-making processes.

IV. NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION

The changing business environment and technological developments have created other opportunities for discrete event simulation technologies. In particular, we would highlight following two areas:

A. Business Intelligence (BI) systems

Throughout 1990s ERP systems had taken the centre stage in the electronic enterprise. Corporations have spent a great amount of resources and effort in implementing ERP systems. Now many corporations have a solid IT infrastructure in place with a high degree of information integration. From the discrete event simulation viewpoint, it is much easier to get the data to drive a simulation model than before as the data is readily available from the ERP system. The management focus has shifted from getting information to making intelligent use of information for improving business performance. Business Intelligence (BI) software helps companies have a more comprehensive knowledge of the factors affecting their business, such as metrics on sales, production and internal operations. However, to make better business decision, one has to consider how to deploy resources to the opportunities being identified, or process capability.

The discrete event simulation is an ideal platform to support managers to make decisions on the resource deployment or process capability. Therefore a complete Business Intelligence (BI) system should include both the data analysis capability and a predictive technology. The data analysis capability gathers and analyzes large quantities of unstructured data such as production metrics, sales statistics, attendance reports and customer attrition figures with emphasis of having a comprehensive knowledge of the factors affecting business. The predictive technology enables managers to evaluate different options in order to make right business decisions.

B. Simulation-based Education

When a corporation has decided to outsource production to third party, a major implication is how to sustain the in-house engineering knowledge and expertise in the long term, provided that the corporation still wants to design and develop their own products. Erosion of engineering knowledge and expertise is the challenge not only to corporations but also to educational establishments in industrialized countries. One possible solution is to create a simulated manufacturing environment for executives, managers, engineers and students to experience and learn how to manage manufacturing and logistical operations. Discrete event simulation is an ideal platform for such an application. Moreover, there is abundance of simulation cases and models which can be adopted for the engineering and business education. Given current advances in Internet and Telecommunications Technologies, the future of logistics and manufacturing process will become fully automated [12, 13].
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Discrete event simulation technologies have been up and down as global manufacturing industries went through radical changes. The changes have created new problems, challenges and opportunities to the discrete event simulation. On manufacturing applications, it is no longer an isolated model but the distributed modeling and simulation along the supply-chain. In order to study the hybrid manufacturing systems, it is critical to have capability to model human performance with different level of skills and under various working conditions. On service applications, the most critical part is to model knowledge workers and their decision making process. We believe that discrete event simulation continue to be one of the most effective decision support tools both in global manufacturing and knowledge economy. There are new opportunities for discrete event simulation such as business intelligence systems and simulation-based education. At the same time, there is a strong need to develop a new generation of discrete event simulation software by taking account of changes in application environments.
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